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TREV IRA  350  – THE  LOW-P I LL  F IBRE

Even following periods of intensive wear

a garment should maintain a well-groomed appearance.

It is in every-day use that balanced qualities show their

strengths and that one can make a decisive assessment

of the garment. Only in daily performance do the qua-

lities of the fibres reveal themselves, with all their

advantages and disadvantages. 

When a fabric is subjected to rubbing, bending and

twisting, the fibre ends become exposed first. They

then form tiny knots: pills.

Whilst with natural fibres their properties are set by

nature, it is possible with synthetic materials to control

these and produce them to order.

This helps attain the desired goal to develop materials

with wear properties that are second to none in terms

of wearer comfort and ease of care. In the classic blend,

55 % Trevira and 45 % wool, the properties of the natu-

ral fibre are decisively enhanced by the excellent wear

and care characteristics of Trevira fibres.

THE  SPEC IAL  F IBRE  FOR  LOW-P I LL  QUAL ITY

Trevira 350 is a low-pill polyester fibre for the

weaving and knitting sectors. The special characteristics

of Trevira 350 are embedded in the chemically modified

polymer, which has hydrolysable bonds in the polyester

chain.

The bonds dissolve during the dyeing process, substan-

tially reducing the transverse strength of the fibre. This

reduction in tenacity is intended to lead to any pills that

form with wear breaking off. This occurs early in their

development.

The great advantage of our Trevira 350 is this: in the

raw white state it possesses adequate longitudinal and

transverse tenacity to emerge unscathed from the

 processing stages in spinning, weaving and knitting

(provided the information on processing is observed).

It only takes on its low-pill properties in the final  fini -

shed article.

This effect fundamentally distinguishes Trevira 350

from the traditional low-pill polyester from competitors.

With Trevira Perform the fibres break off before the tiny pills can form.Pills-they build up with use and rapidly make a garment look unsightly.

T r ev i r a  t h r e e  hu nd re d  a nd  f i f t y
❲ ❲t h e  l ow - p i l l  f i b r e

Trevira 350



F L E X  T E S T I N G  A N D  R A N D O M  T U M B L E
P I L L I N G  T E S T S

The flex test is a measure of the pilling be -

haviour of individual fibres. The sooner the fibre breaks,

the less its tendency to pill! To ascertain the number of

flexes, separate fibres are rubbed against a wire until

they break. The fibre clamp moves up and down while

the wire remains stationary. When a fibre breaks and

falls with its own weight, the precise number of flexes

completed is recorded in

that  instant. The process

is repeated until all the

fibres (approx. 50 in total)

have been rubbed through.

The arithmetic mean is then

calculated from the fifty

values obtained.

Tests

Flex test e.g. worsted types

TYPE RAW WHITE DYED

Nor mal  types 4000 –  5000 4000 –  4500

Low-p i l l  t ypes  ( compet i t ion ) 1000 –  2500 600 – 2500

Trev i ra  350  low-p i l l 600  –  800  100 –  200

Flex test results

wire

fibre clamp traverse

weights (dep. on fibre unit)

Flex test carried out on fibres with the FT apparatus 

RTPT Pilling test



ADVANTAGES OF TREVIRA 350

As a result of the polymer modification, fabrics

containing Trevira350 take on a softer handle. The out stand -

 ing low-pill properties make it possible to manufacture

yarns and twists that are softer and fabrics that are

 lighter. In addition to reducing costs, this also produces

materials with softer handle. At the finishing stage there

is no requirement for additional measures to avoid

 pilling. Furthermore, Trevira possesses very good dye

affinity, in that the same depth of shade can be attained

as with traditional low-pill types. However this can be

done using some 10 % less dye and at dye tempera -

tures that are also 5 % lower. 

Trevira 350 – Product  hal lmarks

◆ Very good low-pill fibre properties 

◆ Pleasant soft feel

◆ Higher dye yield than with traditional

PES types

◆ Suited to all types of fabric manufacture

◆ Particularly suited to blends with wool

◆ Very low absorption of moisture

Advantages & Applications

The short molecular chains are connected to each other by means of a special
chemical modification.

The subsequent dyeing results in hydrolysis, which dissolves the links. Short
molecular chains are formed. The result is less transverse tenacity in the fibre,
giving the low-pill properties desired. 



WORSTED SP INNING

Due to its lower transverse tenacity our Trevira350

is somewhat more sensitive to heavy stress than normal

polyester. 

◆ CONDITIONS
For processing in blends with wool, the temperature should
ideally be at 22° C and relative air humidity at 60 – 65 %

◆ LUBRICANT
With wool blends it is essential that post-lubrication should 
take place at the blend drafting stage (approx. 0.2 – 0.3 % active
ingredient. Product: e. g. fatty acid ester/antistatic).

◆ RECOMBING
It is normal practice to recomb Trevira 350 in blends,
including coarser yarn counts.

◆ RING SPINNING
Depending on spinning geometry, the traveller speed with
Trevira/wool blends should be between 29 – 31 m/sec.

◆ WINDING
Speed: 1000 m/min.

◆ TWISTING
Rev/min: 6000 – 7000 (dep. on blend proportions). 
Use of twist lubricant is recommended.
(Active ingredient: 0.6 – 1 %)

COTTON SYSTEM SP INNING

◆ CONDITIONS
The Ideal conditions for processing are a temperature of

22° C and 50 % air humidity.

◆ CARDING
Actual settings depend on the particular type of machine.
However, carding can proceed with the normal settings for
polyester. The process should be as gentle as possible
(number of revs/min, flat adjustment, delivery speed).
Sliver weight should not exceed 5 ktex. Drafting in excess of
80 :1 should be avoided.

◆ RING SPINNING
On no account should the traveller speed exceed 25 m/sec.
In processing 100 % Trevira  we recommend dispensing with
balloon rings.

◆ WINDING
Modern machines can wind at 800 m/min. Older machines
may be limited to a max. 600 – 700 m/min.

◆ TWISTING
In doubling a spindle revolution of 700 m/min. should not be
exceeded.
The process requires inclusion of a finish with twist lubricant. 

Information on processing



KNITT ING

1) Optimal yarn twist Alpha 120 – 125 (cotton system)
85 (worsted system) 

2) Twist-deadened yarn necessary (steam in autoclave at 80° C).

3) For loop formation it is necessary to include adequate finishing with

paraffin wax that can be easily washed out.

4) To avoid target rings on cones and to obtain uniform fabric in warp
and weft knitting, due attention must be paid to maintaining the same
tensile loading on the yarn. Positive thread feed is recommended.

5) To achieve the positive wear properties of Trevira, we recommend
an optimal, low-tension finish, e.g. steaming, washing, drying & heat
setting at 175 – 190° C.

WEAVING AND F INISHING

Spun yarns, in both 100 % Trevira and in blends,

can be processed without difficulty in all plants equipped

with normal machines. At all stages processing should

take place at normal temperatures, i. e. approx. 65 % rel.

air humidity and at 21° C ± 2° C room temperature. At

the finishing stage, care should be taken, especially

when piece dyeing, that a heat setting temperature of

185° C, at 30 seconds contact time, is maintained. In

general these processes are adapted to the appropriate

end use, where Trevira 350 can be processed on all

current machinery.

CERTAINTY THAT YOU CAN SEE

This we ensure by means of monitored trade-

marks. Fabrics bearing the Trevira Perform marque, for

instance, are checked not only for dimensional changes

after particular stresses, but also for their specific

advantages. The latter include resistance to abrasion

and tearing, crease resist properties, recovery powers,

and of course, resistance to pilling. With Trevira there is

reliability in every fibre.

Issue of the Trevira product brand incurs obligations

that go beyond the processing stage and extend to the

point of sale of the textile material. Minimum propor -

tions of Trevira are prescribed.

Optical, tactile and technological effects may only be

designated as Trevira, where all quality criteria are

met and proven by means of laboratory tests.
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Philipp-Reis-Str. 2
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www.trevira.com


